
Digital Photography 101
Composition

Composition
Composition is how a photograph is put together, its aesthetics. It’s what makes a photograph art, 
and after focusing, is the most important element of your photos.

Basically, the goal of composition is to lead the viewer’s eyes throughout your photograph, making 
photography- and art in general- deeply rooted in psychology.

Elements of a Photograph
Background- The part of your frame that’s farthest away or behind your subject.

Middle Ground- Found in between the foreground and background, typically where your subject is 
placed.

Fore Ground- What’s closest to the viewer.

Subject- The star of your photograph. The subject may be one object or person, or a group. 

Foundations of Composition
Orientation- How you hold your camera: horizontally or vertically.
     Horizontal- Conveys a sense of space and emphasizes motion, such as a person running. A    
horizontal composition shows you where they’ve been and where they’re going, thus emphasizing 
their motion. Used in Rule of Thirds compositions.
      Vertical- More focused and confined; can draw the line of sight upward and downward.

Camera Angle- The angle at which a photo is taken.
      Straight On- On the same plane as your subject.
      Cant/Dutch Angle- Tilted angle.
      Bird’s Eye- Directly above.
      Worm’s Eye- Directly below.
      High Angle- Tilted above; adds feminity and flattery to facial features.
      Low Angle- Tilted below; adds masculinity.

Camera-to-Subject Distance- The distance between our cameras and subject when taking a photo. 
Wide angle shots reveal more of the scene while close-ups emphasize detail.

Strong Compositional Techniques
Rule of Thirds- Encourages us to place our subject off center, whether in the left or right side of the 
frame or on one of the four intersections in a nine block grid.

Leading Lines- Any linear geometric shape that draws the eye to a certain part of a photograph.

Framing- Using something in the scene that forms a natural frame around your subject, leading the 
eye directly to it.

Pattern- Repetition and symmetry. The pattern doesn’t have to be exactly perfect or lined up.

Geometry- Including various shapes and lines within a photograph.
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